
Perfecting your project 
for online printing 

How to give your work the appearance it deserves 
with some small touches.



The lile things make 
the difference

Whatever you’re printing, whether it’s a 
dissertation, a report, a business case, a pitch, or 
anything else, the small touches count for way 
more than you might expect. The document you 
print is the delivery system for your ideas – you 

wouldn’t mail diamonds in a shoebox. 

This guide will show you how attention to the This guide will show you how attention to the 
small details can elevate the appearance and 

effectiveness of your project. 



When you’ve finished drafting and editing, you should 
think about the layout, and how that affects the experience. 
There’s far more to it than paragraphs and line spacing. 

There are many more options for a page layout than a lot of 
people realise. 

Programmes like Microsoft Word have default margins, but Programmes like Microsoft Word have default margins, but 
it’s not difficult to change them. You can experiment by 
making them thinner or wider, and you could give certain 
sections (or whole pieces) more impact. For an extreme 
example, you could surprise the reader and draw their 
attention with one page that’s largely blank, except for a 

square block of text in the centre. 

  
In the same way, try out different spacing between chapter 
headings, titles, and text. A little extra white space goes a 
long way to making something look approachable and 

digestible. 

Margins and white 



Black & White vs Color

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/color-images-more-memorab/


Fonts

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/typography-emotions
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/typography-emotions


Don’t insult your brilliant work with a flimsy staple. 
 

You want your piece to be easy to read and hold. Proper binding 
means your reader won’t be distracted by trying to hold a stack of 
papers that are falling apart, or struggling to keep pages open. 
You also want your document to be robust enough to survive 

getting passed around or put in a bag. getting passed around or put in a bag. 

What gives a more professional impression? A stack of pages with 
a staple in the corner, or a ring-bound booklet with a laminated 

cover? 

Proper binding and lamination will mean that the project is not 
only user-friendly, but it’ll also last longer and make an even more 

lasting impact. 

Binding and lamination



We’re getting deep into typography now. 
 

Kerning is the process of adjusting the spacing between letters to 
make the font clearer or more pleasing. For example, ‘r’ and ‘n’ 
too close together sometimes look like an ‘m’, or ‘A’ and ‘V’ might 

look spaced too far apart. 

Your reader will almost certainly not consciously notice whether 
your headlines are well kerned, but the cumulative effect of 

well-balanced and arranged fonts will contribute enormously to 
the impression of a well-designed document. 

Kerning



Don’t put too much in your pull quote. It’ll be off-putting and look    
unbalanced 

Make sure there’s enough there too. Your pull quote needs to 
make sense as a standalone phase or it’ll have no impact 

Choose the design carefully. Where on the page you put the Choose the design carefully. Where on the page you put the 
quote, how far it is from the body text, and its size and shape can 
make the page more or less pleasing and attractive 

Some things to remember: 

Pull Quotes

https://www.wyliecomm.com/2021/03/how-to-use-pull-quotes-and-why/
https://www.wyliecomm.com/2021/03/how-to-use-pull-quotes-and-why/


Don’t make ‘perfect’ 
the enemy of ‘good’ 

https://printt.com/delivery
https://www.business.printt.com/
https://app.printt.com/



